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WARNING!
Certain vulgar expressions and curses
can get you killed if you happen to use
them at the wrong place or wrong
time. For your own safety, don’t try
them on native speakers when you
first travel to the US.
Now the small prints:
Use this book at your own discretion and risk. No guarantees offered, no
responsibility is taken by the author. You may choose to throw it away
right now to avoid calamities and to live a happier but less colorful life.
Some of the harm and side-effects that you are likely to experience:
•

You (tourists) might get killed by a person who misunderstands your
honest experimentation with foul language. (this is not a joke!)

•

You (girls) may get beaten up by your parents who find you
practicing some of the terms (especially fucking with the neighbor’s
son or giving the repairman a decent blow job).

•

You (boys) can abrade the skin on your hands and dicks by
masturbating for every new term you learn.

•

You (coed college students) will certainly sneak in to the boys’
shower to get first-hand experience with some cocks.

A kötet lapjain található trágár
kifejezések meggondolatlan
használatát a szerző nem javasolja.
Rossz helyen és időben kimondva
akár az életeddel is játszhatsz! (Ez
nem vicc!) Külföldi utazásaid során
ne használd ezeket!
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Foreword
As I was watching a movie many years ago I noticed
that the characters used several vulgar expressions
that are not listed in some dictionaries. English
teachers usually ignore their presence in everyday
language, but they exist and are used extensively.
Here are some of the sentences I put down while
watching the movie:
•

Would you get up from your butt!

•

Holy shit, you are really real!

•

Tod and Mada are dick, but I want to call
them anyway.

•

Why the hell did you do that?

•

Take a hide Bozo.

•

Fuck you, you dip shit!

•

You son of a bitch, you shot me!

•

Drop the shit!

•

What the fuck is it?

•

What the fuck is going on?
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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•

Dick what?

•

You’re pretty famous in all over the
goddamn TV.

•

How about the filling from my fucking
teeth?

•

Nobody fucking move!

•

It’s all your fucking fault!

•

They mother fuckers!

•

Get the hell out o’ here!
(Terminator 2)

In another movie a rough speaking Texan couple
visited a middle class northern family that had a
little boy – about fourth grader. The family
obviously tried to exclude vulgar expressions and
cursing from the little boy’s vocabulary. When the
Texan lady exclaimed, “Oh shit! Goddamn son of
a bitch!” the response of the little boy was: “Wow,
she said the S-word, G-word and the B-word.”
Some call the above renaming ridiculous since
“everyone knows” exactly what the “B-word,” “Fword,” “G-word,” “S-word,” etc. are. But do they?
How are foreign learners supposed to know them?
12
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“They are doing the national anthem. Dad,
what are you doing? You’ve got to stand
up because this is the fucking national
anthem. That’s why. Show some respect.
This is fuck dad.”
“Hey, dip shit, you wanna get the thumb
out of my brew? Dad thinks you’re quick.
We’ll do these now and I’ll go pick up
some more between innings. Come on,
chug the fucking mug. Here’s the
exception. See who we’ve got pitching
today? He can throw the ball fucking fire.”
Stephen Colbert
I Am America
And So Can You
(audio book)

© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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The point is, no matter how keen some people are in
avoiding bad language, it’s used all the time by
contemporary writers, broadcasters, lyricists and
people in the streets of English speaking countries.
Thus you should at least passively know quite a few
of these terms if you want to know the language
better.
Of course language changes continuously, so some
of the terms can sound rather old-fashioned. Still,
it’s good to look at them – just in case…
You might want to keep a vocabulary notebook and
enter everything that comes to your attention. Use
the Internet to figure out the meaning of those terms.
There’s no better place for research than an
international chat room. Many users are more
sophisticated than you may be right now. But
hopefully you will be able to impress some after
reading this book.
You may even want to draw some pictures. Just be
sure that your Mom wouldn’t find the notebook
while cleaning up the mess after you. ☺
In this book you will read most extensively about the
word fuck as it is the one that occurs most often.
However, some other terms will also be discussed.
20
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To make it more enjoyable, there will be jokes and
clip arts added but not very explicit illustrations, I’m
afraid. After all, this is intended to be a sort of
language book and not pornography.

Now, as the book is almost completed, I can see that
there will be sections that I hoped to include but
could not. I hope that this book will be a starter for
you and you will google some unexplained terms
and collect a lot of additional materials. Maybe you
can find good advice for the kids on the following
page who have no idea about what sex might be. (I
don’t think I had a chance to clarify that in this
book, I’m afraid.)
Good luck, and enjoy the rest of the book!
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Describing Situations with Fuck A-Z:
As you can see, fuck is absolutely versatile. Aside
from its sexual connotations, you can use this
incredible word to describe many common
situations.
Advice:
Fuck you, you dip shit.
Asking for silence:
Shut the fuck up!
Aggression:
FUCK YOU!
Analyzing the process:
Proper fucking should start with a blow
job. Then he fucks my tits. Next he eats
my pussy. And if the poor thing has any
more energy left, he can fuck my asshole.
Anatomical description:
He's a fucking asshole.

28
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Xenophile:
Jack loves to spend the holidays in Africa
fucking native black girls.
Xenophobia:
Fuck them Chinks!
Yachting:
Jill fucked with three
guys on the deck while
they sailed across the English Channel.
Yakking:
Stop all the nonsense talking about fucking
and take off your clothes for a real fuck
now.
Zoology:
Jack spent most of his life studying how
animals fuck in captivity
without ever fucking a
woman.

44
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Usage note:
Fuck can simplify hard-to-understand
historical texts. One before and after
example:
•

Before:
“WHEN in the Course of human Events, it
becomes necessary for one People to dissolve
the Political Bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume among the Powers
of the Earth, the separate and equal Station to
which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God
entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions
of Mankind requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to the Separation.”
(The Declaration of Independence)

•

After:
Fuck Crazy
George!

46
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Memo to all employees
It has been brought to the management's attention
that some individuals have been using foul language
in the course of normal conversations between
employees. Due to complaints from some of the
more easily offended workers this conduct will no
longer be tolerated.
The management does
however realize the
importance of each person
being able to properly
express their feelings when
communicating with their
fellow employee.
Therefore, the management
has compiled the following
phrases so that the proper
exchange of ideas and
information can continue.
New Phrase

Old Phrase

I'm not certain that's
feasible

No fucking way

Interesting behavior.

What the fuck?

Of course I'm concerned.

Ask me if I give a shit.

© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Husband comes home
A guy comes home from work, walks into his
bedroom, and finds a stranger fucking his wife. He
says, “What the hell are you two doing?” His wife
turns to the stranger and says, “I told you he was
stupid.”

© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Oral sex
Crackers: Ew, their bedroom, their fuck chamber
itself!
Babs Johnson: This is where they mate, Crackers,
right here on this very bed, this is where they
touch their uninspired little organs together,
vainly trying to recharge their worn out battery of
filthiness, thrashing and moaning in the still of
the night!
Crackers: What kinda shit turns them on, Mama?
What do they do in here?
Babs Johnson: Oh all sorts of disgusting positions I
would imagine, Crackers. Connie probably takes
Raymond's little peanut of a cock between her
brittle chapped lips and then scrapes her ugly
decayed teeth up and down on it while asshole
Raymond thinks he's getting the best head on the
East Coast! Then they probably sit here and stare
at each other's blue and red hair, while they
goose each other and say dirty words!
Pink Flamingos (1972)
Written and directed by John Waters

© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Terms to know:
(There are so many terms to know! Is there
anything else that guys out there do or think about?)

88

•

Beat your meat

•

Choke the chicken

•

Fist fucking

•

Fondle your flagpole

•

Free Willy

•

Frost the pastries

•

Frosting your maple bar

•

Frying up the corndog

•

Fuck your fist

•

Gallop the old lizard

•

Gardening with the golden trowel

•

Get a date with Slick Mittens

•

Get the German soldier marching

•

Get to know yourself

•

Get your pole varnished
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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In the news
(coming from Fox News
this is hopefully not a joke)
Men who frequently masturbate appear to
have a lower risk of developing prostate
cancer, Australian researchers have reported.
Researchers from the Cancer Council of
Victoria found that men who masturbated
more than five times each week were a third
less likely to develop the cancer.
The study surveyed 1,000 men who developed
prostate cancer and 1,250 men who did not,
between the ages of 20 and 50, it is reported
by PlanetOut.
Researchers told the BBC that the prostate
produces one of the fluids involved in
ejaculation and that frequent masturbation
appears to flush out carcinogens.
Sexual intercourse may not have the same
effect because it increases the risk of
contracting a sexually transmitted disease,
which could raise the risk of cancer.
96
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Female Masturbation
“Masturbatory behavior is common in infants and
adolescents, and is indulged in by many adults as
well. Studies indicate that 60–80% of U.S. females
have masturbated at one time or another.”
Britannica Concise Encyclopedia.
© 1994-2008 Encyclopædia Britannica,

Terms to know:
•

5 Digit Disco

•

Backslappin' Betty

•

Bailing out the Gravy

•

Boat Beaver bashin'

•

Bouncing the bearded clam

•

Buffing the box

•

Buffing the jewel

•

Buttering up the whisker biscuit

•

Buzzing the honey hole

•

Clam twiddlin' jamboree
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Some important idioms:
shit on (treat with disrespect):
If you always shit on
me, I’ll find a guy
with better six pack
muscles to fuck me.
give a shit (care about stg.):
I don’t give a shit
whether you fuck her
at the party or not. She’s not my girlfriend.
get one’s shit together (get organized; put things
into order):
If Jack can’t get his shit together, Jill will
leave him.
shit hits the fan (when trouble starts):
When your wife finds out that you fucked
Jill, the shit will hit he fan.
“So what you gonna do when shit hits the
fan, are you gonna stand and fight like a
man, will you be as hard as you say you
are, or your gonna run and ditch your body
guard.”
(Eminem)
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Jokes
A bear and a bunny are sitting in a forest taking a
shit. The bear leans over to the bunny and says, “Do
you ever have problem with shit sticking to your
fur?” The bunny says “No.” So the bear grabs the
bunny and wipes his ass.

Tom, Dick and Harry were in the pub enjoying a
few quiet drinks one night, when they decided to get
in on the weekly raffle. They bought five $1 tickets
each, seeing it was for charity.
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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American Crap
Memorize these definitions and pooping at work will
become a pure pleasure.
Escapee
A fart that slips out while taking a leak at
the urinal or forcing poop in a stall. This is
usually accompanied by a sudden wave of
panic/embarrassment. This is similar to the
hot flash you receive when passing an
unseen police car and speeding. If you
release an escapee, do not acknowledge it.
Pretend it did not happen. If you are
standing next to the farter at the urinal,
pretend that you did not hear it. No one
likes an escapee; it is uncomfortable for all
involved. Making a joke or laughing makes
both parties feel uneasy.
Jailbreak (Used in conjunction with “Escapee”)
When forcing poop, several farts slip out at
a machine guns pace. This is usually a side
effect of diarrhea or a hangover. If this
should happen do not panic, remain in the
stall until everyone has left the bathroom so
128
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Urination
“Protestant parents still keep a Bible handy in the
house, so that the children can study it, and one of
the first things the little boys and girls learn is to be
righteous and holy and not piss against the wall.
They study those passages more than they study any
others, except those which incite to masturbation.
Those they hunt out and study in private.”
Mark Twain

Terms to know:
•

piss

•

pee (also pee pee)

•

take a whiz

•

urinate

Your fucking dog has pissed my favorite tree
so many times that the leaves have turned
yellow and are falling off.
134
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Vomit
“Ulysses is like a vomit spilled by a delicate child
whose stomach has been overloaded with
sweetmeats.”
Henry Miller

Terms to know:

•

barf
puke

•

heave

•

retch

•

toss/blow your cookies
toss/ blow your lunch

•

•

•

worship the porcelain goddess (use the
toilet to vomit into)
upchuck

•

Technicolor yawn

•

© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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Test your Unofficial English
Diligently studying all the terms in this book you are
certainly ready to appreciate the following (and
many other) rap music much better than you would
have without a good understanding of “unofficial
English.” But let’s try to put your knowledge to the
test, shall we?

Dirty Rap (by The Luniz)
“Intro pt. 1: Dru Down
I's um, like chillin in the
wind, you know what
I'm sayin
Breezy as fuck, I'm like
representin the east
side of the O
My name DD, if you
didn't know, you
know what I'm sayin
The Luniz is here to like represent 9-4 and 9-5
Givin it up to you muthafuckas like real live
So take it to advantage and give it up, niggas
Intro pt. 2: CNH (Dru Down)
Never say nigger to
(C.N. muthafuckin H, hey,
an African American!
fffwussup w-wussup
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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wit that bitch, nigga?)
What bitch? The bitch that I nutted all up in her face
And was grippin all down her back?
(Huh, yeah, that ol' bitch that uh,
Had on that ol' tight ass shit wit them bikinis and
shit
Draws was fittin tight! You know?)
Ehh, after I nutted in that bitch' face
I took a broom and shoved it straight up her
muthafuckin pussy
(Cause she a trampy slutty ass bitch, you feel)
[Knumskull]
I'm at the peak of my age; when I wake up my dick's
hard as fuck
Steady stickin hoes so you know I don't press my
luck
I like to fuck until she bleedin
Don't ask me no questions, afterwards you know that
I'll be leavin
I might not leave right then and there though
I'm not givin you no ride, so get up, put on your hair,
hoe
I got no feelings for hoes at all
Cause I know when they leave, the next nigga fuckin
up the walls
144
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So when I have em for a one night, I have more fun
than Hasbro
But I don't be fuckin hoes in the ass though
That's a no-no, a nay-nay
I remember to take my dick out, hoes, cause I don't
want no babies
It doesn't matter what position we in
Cause when I nut, the cum's headin straight for ya
chin
My dick is shootin like a water hose
And if your tits are big and in the way then I'ma
water those
Ya think Too $hort was bad
Hoe, ya better think twice cause I'ma have you
wearin out ya kneepads
And what the fuck is a threesome?
I don't give a fuck about how many hoes, I'm fuckin
plenty hoes
It doesn't matter to me nuthin, you can put ya mouth
On my dick, but there just won't be no eatin out
We can have lots of fun though
Take a hit of Henessy, uh-oh, ya better run, hoe
Cause I be horny as fuck hittin the yang in the gut
And if you think you can hang then good luck
I'll take ya on no matter what ya think
Ya know shit's all good, just as long as it don't stink
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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So open up and let me in, and in the end
All ya have is nut drippin off ya chinny chin chin,
wit my ...
Break: CNH (Dru Down)
Man, you muthafuckas is dirtier than a muthafucka
That's all y'all talkin about
Just nut and cum and bitches suckin dick and shit
like that
(Ay, ay nigga, bring ya ass out the bathroom, nigga,
ay
What's that Vaseline doin right there nigga?
Yeah, nigga don't tell me it's for ya muthafuckin
lips, ha ha ha
Yeah nigga, bring ya ass out nigga, right now)
Yeah, you know what I'm sayin, wussup Yuk?
[Yukmouth]
Yeah, Yukmouth in the muthafuckin house, the crib
or the pad
Look out the back of my ass, peep the sag
Love to hit blunts cause that's the shit, but never eat
the cunt
When I fuck wit a stunt, that ain't the lick, punk!
Sellin out and gettin sick when ya earl is when
Niggas lick the pearl tongue, fuckin with them girls
from
The ghetto, if it wasn't for dukie braids
146
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The hair be nappy that done fucked everybody and
they grandpappy
Wearin a rubber can't provoke
A nigga from catchin gonorrhea in the throat, so you
choke
I never was a nigga down to eat
I just pound the meat, enough to put a bitch sound to
sleep
Most niggas don't know what they doin on it
Ya might as well grab some shit out the toilet and
start chewin on it
Cause niggas eat the asshole too
Leavin hella doo-doo on yo tongue, now you sprung
on the bitch
(She fucked the crew even) Steven Segal was above
the law
And I ain't puttin my lips on shit that ain't above the
bra
Hoes pout when on the couch cause I never put my
mouth down south
You gotta count me out like Ralph
I'm not a stone cold gentleman but my dick is
sensitive
When it goes down the throat and hit the ribs (Yeah)
So open up and let me in; in the end
© Ervin Nemeth – http://www.angolsuli.com
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All ya have is nut drippin off ya chiny chin chin,
beyotch
Outro: CNH (Dru Down)
(Yeah, like me, you know what I'm sayin
I'm givin a bitch a golden shower,
Ya know, pissin all in the hoe' face, ya know,
Some of that dirty ass shit, like CNH, tell these
hoes!)
Yeah, y'know what I'm sayin
It's that dirty shit, y'know what I'm sayin
For all you hoes out there who suck plenty of dick,
Who swallow plenty of cum,
And take a fat dick in yo muthafuckin ass, bitch
(Ya cranky ass bitch, yeah)
This somethin to ride to, in the 9-4, hoe!”
Now for the test
Can you explain the meaning of:
muthafucka

……………………………………

nigga

……………………………………

nutted all up in her face ………………………….
pound the meat ……………………………………
golden shower
148
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What may happen?
a) The girl will do a BJ.
b) The boy will eat her
pussy.
c) The girl will go to a
5-digit disco.
d) The girl will suck cock.
e) They will cum together.
f) The girl will dress up
without going any
further.
g) The boy will fuck the
girl’s brain out.
h) The boy will jack off so that the girl could catch
some cream.
i) All of the above except f).
If you have chosen anything but i), you
have learned nothing so far… So do
yourself a favor, go back to the beginning
of this book and learn a little more.

150
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